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Introduction

Introduction

I have chosen Connectivity in Volatile Times as the title for my
farewell address because it expresses something of the ‘alpha
and omega/beginning and end’ of the period between 1980
and 2020:

This contemplative lecture is all about a farewell and an

•

Connectivity is one of the two words in the title of

end. Nevertheless, I hope this review especially highlights

my doctoral thesis Verbindingskracht &

the valuable benefits and follow-up steps that can serve as

Combinatievermogen, which I still consider to be the

sustenance as we jointly or individually continue our journey

most important factors for successful cooperation

in the landscapes of practice. I will do my best to address you all

between vocational education and the business

personally in this farewell address, hoping and expecting that
spoken words will retain their power even when they are on
paper and appear in print.

community.
•

Volatile Times expresses the context throughout
my entire career, but especially that of the
Professorship.

I am happy to have you as my travelling companions while I

Times that are, more than we might wish, increasingly

focus on six topics from the period 1980 -2020, which includes

characterised by fleeting contacts and partnerships

both my forty-year career at Alfa-college and my twelve-year

in a turbulent world of constantly changing

Professorship at Alfa-college and NHL Stenden University of

environments. I experience this time, at the end of

Applied Sciences.

the Professorship, as the most volatile time,
with Corona
actively making everything so unpredictable and
fickle.

8
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Capilano suspension
bridge,
North Vancouver,
Canada
Connectivity
in Volatile
Times

I will especially focus on the combination of practice & theory,
because this duo are inseparable from me and our Professorship
and from the credibility and reality of our task. Practice what
you preach. We have always tried to convey this, also during
the route to the end of the Professorship and in the program
of the final congress. Together with kindred spirits and guests,
we reflect on topics that are important to us and on specific
practice environments that we like to call Pathways. For this I
would also like to refer to the travel guide Pleisterplaatsen die
onderwijs & werkveld verbinden, that was also published on the
occasion of this farewell. With the support of many colleagues,
knowledge circles, scientists, companies, teachers/students and
last but not least also of friends and family. All this makes the
transfer of our extensive inheritance so amazing and saying
goodbye so difficult.

10
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1. Strange birds

1. Strange birds

the tree of knowledge, which is rooted in the earth and reaches
to the heavens. If that’s not connecting and combining then I
don’t know what is... But also: if that’s not odd and difficult!
The Professorship is a double Professorship for both secondary

During my time as a Dutch teacher at CMTS and later a member

vocational education (mbo) and higher vocational education

of the central board of CMTS, Aa-college and Alfa-college,

(hbo). It operates between two educational organizations

but also during my time as Professor, things like innovation,

that are constantly on the move and is active in a region that is

pioneering and making and maintaining external contacts have

almost traditionally vulnerable from a socio-economic point of

formed the common thread in my work. I am happy that I could

view. The Professorship and its many, many partners also derive

apply all of this to most of my tasks and positions between 1980

urgency, strength and innovative capacity from this, as well as

and the present, with Professor being the position providing the

more than sixty lecturer-researchers.

most freedom and being the most instructive and complex.
When I started in 2009 all Professors had the same task, which
And there are also the Strange birds lurking in the corner. I am

was still being developed in terms of content and structure.

one myself and I enjoy their company. And fortunately I notice

Although similar to that of professors, it was somewhat broader.

that there are plenty of them in my surroundings. Strange birds

Instead of fundamental research, it entailed practice-oriented

usually lead to interesting observations, especially if you can

research with the application of the findings in the education

share your discoveries as an odd fellow.

and professional field. And that is exactly what I liked: that
combination of theoretical and practical orientation, of doing

In my eyes, the painting ‘Birds of joy and sorrow’ by Victor

and thinking. Each Professor chooses his or her own individual

Vasnetsov depicts these Strange birds very well. That’s why I used

assignment and thus a personal position and accentuation.

the image on the cover for my doctoral thesis and as a logo for

Some Professors focus mainly on scientific research, while

our Professorship. Two creatures that are half bird, half woman.

others focus more on practical applications of research. I was

Sirin, who foretold the future to mankind, and Alkonost, who

of the latter kind. I have sometimes felt like an upper secondary

descended to earth to convey messages from God. Both are

vocational student among professors. In short, a bit of an odd

creatures of knowledge and are connected to each other through

fellow.

12
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1. Strange birds

with a combined assignment for both secondary vocational
My doctoral research and practical experience have certainly

education (mbo) and higher vocational education (hbo). At

taught me one thing: The essence of successful innovative

the end of this Professorship, this type of joint connection

cooperation lies in Connectivity & Combinability. Of course

between the two types of vocational education will come to

this is preceded by cordiality and trust, as well as pleasure in

an end. In higher vocational education (hbo) there are now

each other’s company. That pleasure was an important factor

only Professors and in secondary vocational education (mbo)

in choosing and maintaining those partnerships with which

there are now only Practorates, which are expertise platforms

we carried out our complex Professorship assignment. This

with a research component. No more mutual and equivalent

has strengthened the dynamics that a Professor has to create

combinations of jointly taking part in vocational education

in his/her environment, even if it is always of a temporary

and working with companies in their professional field.

nature, as we realize again today.

Unless Professors and Practors explicitly organize and put
connections and cooperation back on the agenda. This is one

There is also another side to being an odd fellow: you’re quite

of the reasons why we pay explicit attention to the legacy of

scarce and therefore sometimes lonely and somewhat volatile.

the Professorship.

I now appear to be the only Professor in the Netherlands

14
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2. Sustainable
Development as
a framework
The research title Sustainable Innovation in the Regional
Knowledge Economy is related to the joint assignment
given to me in 2009 by both clients: the Executive Boards
of ROC Alfa-college and NHL Stenden University of Applied
Sciences. This assignment is based on their strategic
spearheads to enter into new strategic alliances with
the business community in order to develop innovative
combinations of Learning and Working in the Northern
Netherlands region that are necessary to shape lifelong
learning and give a sustainable socio-economic impulse to
the region.
The assignment, based on the insights gained by the
professorship and the topicality of the context for both
educational institutions and the regional developments, is
given a new accent in each Professorship period.

16
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•

2. Sustainable development as a framework

In 2009: Develop a public-private partnership formula

The theoretical framework

for regional co-makership between ROC Alfa-college,

The theoretical framework behind this research question is

Stenden University of Applied Sciences and the

partly based on that of my doctoral thesis Verbindingskracht

business community.

en Combinatievermogen. Een empirisch onderzoek naar
kennisallianties tussen beroepsonderwijs (ROC) en bedrijfsleven

•

The following was added as of 2013: Improve

(2009). In particular, the theory cited there concerning the

multidisciplinary and multilevel chains of new

Triple P (the designation stands for the three Ps of Planet,

combinations of Health & Living & Leisure and expand

People, Profit) for sustainable development, as mentioned

these learning networks.

in the report of the Brundtland Commission. This was
also central to the Professorship. Where sustainable

•

And the following was added as of 2017: Investigate

development is a development that meets the needs of the

this method of cooperation with regard to the transfer

present generation without compromising the needs of

to other regions and other contexts.

future generations.

This assignment has been translated into the overarching

We use a combination of the definitions of the World

research question for all our programs: How can

Commission on Environment and Development WCED

sustainable innovation in the regional knowledge economy be

(1987), the Brundtland report Our Common Future (1987) for

strengthened by developing new forms of cooperation between

Sustainable Development and those of René Jorna (2006)

vocational education and the business community/workplace in

on sustainable innovation processes and Herman Daly and

combination with knowledge sharing and knowledge creation?

J.B. Cobb (1989) on the public role in society with regard to

Additional question: How can these processes be supported?

innovations concerning redirecting the economy towards
communities, the environment and a sustainable future.

18
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2. Sustainable development as a framework

In our theoretical framework, we use the following definition

This theoretical framework ensures that we define

of sustainability for these combinations:

sustainable innovation in accordance with the description
above and explicitly place it in the regional social context

•

Taking into account the interests of more than

where combinations of learning & working are situated in

one party,

workplaces and in cooperative forms.

•

taking into account long-term considerations,

•

keeping the balance between as large as necessary
and as small as possible,

•

keeping the internal structure of a system in
dynamic balance with its environment,

•

avoiding, as far as possible, passing on adverse
effects and risks to others.

The Triple P Planet, People, Profit for sustainable
development has been complemented by the substantive
accents of Place, Partners, Process. And this is supported by
and interwoven into the entire theoretical framework we have
used over the past twelve years. In doing so, we have not changed
the Triple P key concepts, but we have indicated the content of
our use of them: For us, ‘Planet’ has become place and within
the concept, the region has again become part of our planet
as a scale within which the network economy is discussed. We
consider ‘People’ to be mainly those people who are involved as
partners in the context of our Professorship. As ‘Profit’, partly
due to the research findings of De Laat and Wenger (2011), we

Professorship formula for cooperation
• Multidisciplinary
• Multilevel
• Regional clusters on socio-economic topics
• Complementary chains, not supply chains
• Co-makership at all organisational levels
• Partners that know each other personally and
trust each other

• Learning from each other, learning by doing,
real life
• Starting small with Forerunners and Followers
• Proximity (literally and figuratively)
• Traineeships for teachers/lecturers as well as
students and SME-employees
• Education ánd research combined
• Developing mutual new combinations of
Learning&Working at SME-workplaces

mainly consider the processes of value creation of and through
cooperative alliances as profit from sustainable development.

20
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2. Sustainable development as a framework

On whose shoulders do we stand in this
Professorship?

Partner profile
• Multidisciplinary

Like many who are addressed during their festive doctorial

• Multilevel

ceremony and the presentation of the Bulla Promotionis by

• Regional clusters on socio-economic topics

the Rector Magnificus of the university where one obtains their

• Complementary chains, not supply chains

doctorate, in my case the University of Groningen, I too was

• Co-makership at all organisational levels

moved by the warm closing words of the Rector Dr. F. Zwarts.

• Partners that know each other personally and trust each other

He welcomed me as a doctor in the world of science and
wished that I would now not only stand on the shoulders of

• Learning from each other, learning by doing, real life

scientists, but that I would also be a shoulder on which others

• Starting small with Forerunners and Followers

can stand. I would very much like to fulfil this wish. I have stood

• Proximity (literally and figuratively)

on many scientific shoulders as a doctoral PhD. student, both

• Traineeships for teachers/lecturers as well as students and

as a doctor and as Professor, as can be seen from the theoretical
framework of both my doctoral thesis and my Professorship

SME-employees
• Education ánd research combined

research. In the course of time I have also noticed that I have

• Developing mutual new combinations of Learning&Working

also played this role for researchers. I have passed on the
pleasure of standing on other people's shoulders to members

at SME-workplaces

of the knowledge circle and other eager learners.

22
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2. Sustainable development as a framework

First I will say a little more about the shoulders and the work of

disastrous developments. In 1996 he received the Heineken

the people and then I will briefly touch on some of the works

prize for his work. Even today, he is an example for sustainable

that I, sometimes together with others, have written that can

innovation processes and the role of politics of taking care

be considered as shoulders for others.

of the public interest. He described this in ‘For the common
Good (1989): the public role in society in innovations concerning

•

On the shoulders of others

redirecting the economy towards communities, the environment and
a sustainable future.’ I have leaned on his shoulders with regard

I mainly stood (and leaned) on the shoulders of my PhD.

to the theory of the public aspects of public-private socio-

supervisor and professor at the Faculty of Economics and

economic cooperation.

Business Administration of the University of Groningen,
professor doctor René Jorna, and his work as ‘contributing

I have also leaned on the shoulders of the Dutch economist

editor’ of ‘Sustainable Innovation. The Organisational, Human and

and man of business Herman Wijffels, who is chairman of

Knowledge Dimension’ (2006) about sustainable innovation

the Social Economic Council and Professor of Sustainability

processes. He was attached to the Department of Knowledge

and Social Change. He propagated the enormous importance

Management and, like me, very interested in sustainable

of mutual trust when entering into strategic alliances and

innovation, social cooperation and knowledge sharing. He

partnerships. This is an essential part of the successful formula

knew the world of business well and I knew the world of

that the Professorship has developed with companies for

teaching and learning, and that combination turned out to be

sustainable cooperation.

very complementary. He showed me the way to other scientists,
including social economists like Daly and Sennett. Because of

I also leaned on the shoulders of the sociologist Manuel

him I discovered that world and other related scientists.

Castells, professor of sociology and urban planning, with his
adequate description of the emergence of a (regional) network

But also the shoulders of Herman Daly, were not strange to

society, as described in his book ‘The rise of the network society.

me. An American scientist and the founder of the promising

The information age: Economy, Society and Culture’ (1996). His

discipline: Ecological Economy, who is highly involved in

insights helped me greatly in further developing the concepts

the social and socio-economic impact of environmental

of networking in the region and the crossovers of Care & Living

degradation and the public duty of governments to stop these

& Health.
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2. Sustainable development as a framework

During the course of the Professorship, I have also often stood

A very important place is taken by the shoulders of Maarten

on the shoulders of fellow professor Loek Nieuwenhuis,

de Laat, professor of social learning, with his work ‘Enabling

especially when it comes to his knowledge of the learning

professional development networks: how connected are you?’

potential of the workplace as described in ‘The learning potential

(2012). Mostly because informal learning and learning in

of the Workplace’ (2008), because learning in the workplace

networks became more and more topical in our Professorship

was one of the components of the cooperative formula of our

and partly because of the findings on the increase of informal

Professorship. Loek was familiar with vocational education,

learning in the workplace and our desire to learn more

particularly secondary vocational education (mbo), as well

about it. One of our three research programs, namely that

as my doctoral thesis, because he was a member of the four-

of (Informal) Learning in innovative workplaces, stand on

person Thesis Committee evaluating it.

his shoulders. He developed many innovation tools with us
and especially provided us with a lot of ideas to develop this

The American sociologist Richard Sennett also offered me a

further. Members of my knowledge circle also stand on his

firm shoulder, but of a completely different nature. René Jorna

shoulders. The inspiration was mutual, which means that this

was a big fan of Sennett and I got caught up in his enthusiasm.

shoulder remains very sustainable.

Sennett wrote passionately about the personal consequences
of working in the new capitalism in ‘The Corrosion of Character’

The most recent shoulders that gave me support and insight

(1998) and the enjoyment to be found in cooperation in

are those of the married couple Etienne Wenger and Beverly

‘Together. The rituals, pleasures and politics of cooperation’ (2012).

Wenger-Trayner. I met them in 2015 through Maarten de Laat.

This is an aspect of sustainable partnerships and contexts of

Etienne Wenger invited me to participate in their summer school

learning that greatly appeals to me and on which we relied

in California, called BETREATS, on the subject of State of the Art

when structuring, both figuratively and physically, sustainable

of Cooperation Models. I learned a lot from them about learning

and social innovation places and spaces.

during networking, initially called landscapes of practice, and
a lot about the convening role in Learning Networks from
their book ‘Learning in Landscapes of Practice’ (2015), which has
fascinated and inspired the entire Professorship. One of the
three research programmes of our Professorship, Convening
Roles in Learning Networks, is based on this.
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•

On my own shoulders

2. Sustainable development as a framework

- Delies, I. and Bosker, F. ( 2020) “45 Vervolgverhalen als
bruggen tussen beroepsonderwijs en werkveld , nu en straks.”

To my great happiness, my own shoulders have functioned

Leeuwarden/Groningen: NHL Stenden University of

here and there as a support for others during my twelve-

Applied Sciences and ROC Alfa-college. Also available as an

year Professorship period. By writing down my insights

E-book.

in five books (edited by Fokko Bosker as landscape
journalist, and with the assistance of Maarten de Laat and

- Delies, I and Bosker, F (2020), ‘’Pleisterplaatsen die

contributions from many others), I was able to share them.

onderwijs & werkveld verbinden’’, Boiten Book projects:

In addition, on the occasion of the end of the Professorship

Amersfoort. Also available as an E-book.

and my farewell, stimulating podcasts have been produced
reflecting on insights gained.

- Delies, I. and Bosker, F. (ed.) (2020) “Verbindingskracht in
vluchtige tijden/Connectivity in Volatile Times", Boiten Book

- Delies, I. (2009) “Verbindingskracht & Combinatievermogen.

projects: Amersfoort. Also available as an E-book.

Een empirisch onderzoek naar kennisallianties tussen
beroepsonderwijs (ROC) en bedrijfsleven”. Also available as an

From the Podcast series: Op reis in de Regionale

E-book.

Kenniseconomie (2020):

- Delies, I. (2017) and Bosker, F. (ed.) “Verhalen over

Podcast 1: Samenwerken, waardecreatie en duurzame innovatie

Verbindingen. Regionaal comakership al doende leren &

in Noord-Nederland Interview with Professor Ineke Delies by

ontwikkelen” , Leeuwarden/Groningen: Stenden University

interviewer Akke Folmer.

of Applied Sciences and ROC Alfa-college.
Also available as an E-book.

Podcast 5: Waardecreatie van student-leren op de werkplek.
Interview with Professor Maarten de Laat by interviewer
Anke Arts.
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3. Conceptual Model and
research agenda
The conceptual model and the research agenda have been
developed based on the assignment, the theoretical framework
and the overarching research question. In accordance with
this model, we investigated how new regional cooperation
structures encourage the development of new knowledge
and how this combination, once it leads to stable outcomes,
contributes to sustainable innovation in the region. To this
end, we have set up a research agenda.

Our Conceptual Model
The Conceptual Model has four interrelated variables:
A: sustainable innovation in the region B: cooperative form/
-structure C: knowledge development/value creation and
D: process support through maintenance of form and process.

30
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As far as the variables are concerned, the whole is connected

3. Conceptual Model and research agenda

that can be explained by the combination of:

to the Triple P theory of sustainable development in the
following way:

•

Cooperative form/-structure:

- public-private partnerships between secondary vocational
Variable A: Sustainable Innovation in the region with Planet.

education (mbo)/higher vocational education (hbo) and

Variable B: Cooperative form/structure with People and

companies

Variable C: Knowledge sharing and value creation and D:

- regional

Process support with Profit.

- sustainable partnerships based on reciprocity and trust

The structure of the Conceptual Model		

- multidisciplinary
- multilevel

In order to understand the structure of the Conceptual Model,

- complementary

I will first give an explanation and reiterate the overarching

- learning together in networks

research question again because the model is made after the
research question had been formulated:

•

Knowledge sharing and knowledge creation:

- crossovers in the (practical) knowledge domain and
How can sustainable innovation in the regional knowledge economy

infrastructure

be strengthened by developing new forms of cooperation between

- knowledge development, training and workplace learning

vocational education and the business community/professional field

- guiding leadership and convener roles and maintaining

in combination with knowledge sharing and knowledge creation?

learning public-private cooperative networks

Additional question: How can these processes be supported?

- organizing the context of learning
- knowledge assurance and value creation

The core concepts of this research topic are:
- sustainability

•

- regional cooperation,

- sustainability outcomes/results (Triple P)

Sustainability:

- knowledge innovation
- knowledge region

•

Mediatory Process Support:

– maintenance of sustainable forms and processes

32
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3. Conceptual Model and research agenda

Based on this, the Conceptual Model was developed which

These four variables are related to each other. In order to be

consists of four variables and their characteristics.

able to interpret these relationships properly, the variables
and their characteristics can be viewed and interpreted in

A: Sustainable innovation in the region with one characteristic:

a certain order: First B, then C, then B & C, then D and the

sustainable partnerships with their outcomes and next steps.

influence on B & C, then A and then the influence of B & C
& D on A. This is a complex process of reciprocity/mutual

B: Cooperative form/structure with six characteristics: the

relationship between the variables and therefore with

combination of secondary vocational education (mbo)/higher

the entire coherence and mutual influences within the

vocational education (hbo) and the business community/

Conceptual Model.

professional field, regional bonding, partnerships based on
mutuality and trust, multidisciplinary and complementary

The variables and their interrelationships jointly form the

structure, multilevel and learning together in networks.

following conceptual model

C: Knowledge sharing and creation/epistemological with five
characteristics: knowledge crossovers, training and workplace
learning, guiding and maintaining learning public-private
cooperative networks, organizing the context of learning,
knowledge assurance and value creation.
D: Process support through maintenance of form and process
with two characteristics: ReCoMa laboratories as a form
of maintenance and connectivity and combinability as a
maintenance process.
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3. Conceptual Model and research agenda

Connection with the Triple P for
sustainable development
The Conceptual Model is based on the Triple P for sustainable
development: Planet, People, Profit. As previously indicated
in the explanation of our theoretical framework, we use a
combination of various definitions of this Triple P. Planet
in our context is: Place/region, People in our context is:
Partners in cooperation, Profit in our context is: Process of
knowledge sharing and knowledge creation.

Research agenda
The Conceptual Model we use culminates in a research agenda.
This has been structured together with the Professorship
partners from the business community. Throughout the period
of the Professorship, the agenda formed the common thread
for the research of the knowledge circle members, each with
their own subject area. The research agenda consists of three
programs that arose during the course of the Professorship
in response to changing emphases in regional work practice,
research and innovation issues.

36
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3. Conceptual Model and research agenda

• Program 1: Crossovers Health Living Leisure, from 2009

We checked the Conceptual Model and the research agenda

to 2020. Such as the project HLH (Healthy Lifestyle and

with the reality in the practice in which we conducted

Hospitality) for which the Professorship, together with a

research: the practice of cooperation on innovative issues

hospital, two care homes, five companies in the hospitality

that arise in both vocational education and companies. The

sector, the ANBO and an IT company, developed the ‘FIT and

results sometimes caused us to make adjustments. In this

FUN’ program with an earnings model for elderly people

way we were always very aware that the practice is the reality

who want to combine rehabilitation with holidays.

and not the model, and our Professorship remained vibrant
and constantly in development.

• Program 2: Learning in the innovative workplace, from
2013 to 2020. For example, the Zorgvilla research project,

I will discuss the results in more detail because they are

where a new form of Care & Living was developed together

relevant to the recommendations that the Professorship,

with the residents, their families, the care staff, the IT staff

after twelve years of research and practical learning at the

and the district residents, which was structured as a learning

intersection of education and the professional field, wants

workplace for students, professionals and citizens.

to give you as a travelling companion.

• Program 3: Learning Networks, from 2017 to 2020.
For example, the ReCoMa project of the RIF (Regional
Investment Fund), where we conducted research into nine
projects/networks with regard to how and to what extent
learning in networks reinforces the concept of regional
cooperation.
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4. Findings in practice
and theory
We wanted to conclude the last Professorship year with
two complementary major research studies, the practice
and the theory of the Professorship. Research into what
the Professorship has given to education, the business
community and science and what we see as the next steps
for sustainability and the further development of the legacy
of the Professorship: the practice. And in addition to this,
self-reflective research into the connections between our
Conceptual Model and the practice of our own research: the
theory. The two research studies jointly form the reflectionand development program.
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What does our reflection- and development
program involve?

4. Findings in practice and theory

In the Stream of Practice, which mainly meanders through
the practical applications in our landscape of practice, we

In preparation for the closing of the professorship period

particularly reflect on the returns and value of the Professorship

and the sustainable transfer of the legacy of the

knowledge among our users in the vocational education and

Professorship, in 2020 we have been working towards

business community/professional field and its sustainability

gaining insight into the results of the Professorship and

including by follow-up steps called the Next Steps. We

its sustainability after 2020. We have done this by means

reflected on this with two groups, partners from vocational

of various research studies that we have bundled in the

education and partners from the business community who

reflection and development program, a program in

have actively participated in the Professorship. We call this

which we both reflect on the results of the Professorship

part of the reflection and development program: What has

and look ahead at how and what education has been

the Professorship contributed. The research question is: ‘What

developed together with the business community in order

has both the Conceptual Model, with its variables and

to be able to move forward sustainably. All this with the

characteristics, and the entire legacy of the Professorship

intention of describing our legacy and translating it into

concretely and visibly contributed to the practice in

recommendations on further development and its transfer

vocational education and the business community, and

to others.

how are these parties going to develop this further in their
own practice?’

Two streams
In our reflection we distinguish two 'Streams', as these are

In the Stream of Knowledge, which mainly flows through the

named by Daan Andriessen in the essay he wrote together with

theory of learning networks in our landscape of practice, we

Carola Hageman ‘ Praktijkgericht Onderzoek in de Etalage' (2013).

particularly reflect on how we, the members of the research

Streams that can be found in all Professorships: The Stream of

group, have applied the Conceptual Model in our own

Practice with mainly reflection on application and embedding

projects and research. We call this part of the reflection and

of the knowledge and skills in the practices and the Stream

development program: About our research study. The research

of Knowledge with mainly reflection on own Professorship

question is: ‘How and to what extent is the Conceptual

knowledge development.

Model, with its variables and characteristics, reflected in the
practice of the research of the knowledge circle members and
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between the practical outcomes of that research and the

The practical research study into what the
Professorship has contributed

theoretical conceptual model, and how do they interpret this?’

Through surveys, work sessions and interviews we asked

In this knowledge stream we can also reflect with a group of

more than one hundred and fifty Professorship partners from

scientific colleagues on the relationship between the findings

vocational education and the business community, individually

of the knowledge circle with regard to the applications of the

and in groups, to give us their findings per variable and overall

Conceptual Model and the findings of the valorization within

about the contributions of the Professorship for them. In

education & the business community and the relationship

February 2020, we had completed the survey of the education

their own scientific findings. Unfortunately, this research study

group and preparations were ready for the business community

was not carried out because of the Corona pandemic.

and science groups. When Corona came on the scene in March

sometimes their students. Where do they see discrepancies

this meant that we were unable to adequately question these
In both surveys, we collected data and information by means

last two groups. Unfortunately, this meant that we were unable

of surveys, work sessions, hearings, interviews and peer

to get a clear science-based picture of the various connections

reviews among the members of the knowledge circles, with

we were so curious about. Although we did manage to collect

and between more than 170 participants from both streams:

an abundance of information and combined this with the

115 from education, around 40 from the business community

insights gained during the Professorship. On that basis we can

and 20 from knowledge circles. We also looked for coherence

now give you a selection of our findings and explanations.

between theory and practice. Our findings are expressed in
conclusions and recommendations for the sustainability and

The respondents gave the three highest of all the scores on

transfer of the legacy of the Professorship and our knowledge

what the Professorship has contributed to the partners from

domain. Despite Corona, some scientists were willing to think

education and the business community to:

along and actively participate in the final congress of the

1. The application of the legacy of the Professorship to the

Professorship on 3 December 2020, in which the findings of

personal development of teachers, staff and managers 2. The

both research studies are interwoven as key themes. Below

tangible results in the learning and working practice of and

is an introduction and explanation of the findings, first of

within both education and companies 3. The knowledge

the research study of the stream of Practice and then of the

about and insight into the development and expansion of

research study of the Flow of Knowledge.

networks, especially Learning Networks.
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These have been the most important knowledge innovations for

is striking that the business community considers the network

both parties, which says something about the practical orientation

contacts with the education sector important in order to gain

of the Professorship. The parties have apparently been able to apply

knowledge about learning. The secondary vocational education

the knowledge well in their own work setting.

(mbo)/higher vocational education (hbo) connection is
emphatically highly valued by both parties, although the value

In addition, there are notable similarities and differences between

given to joint vocational education networks by secondary

the scores of the education sector on the one hand, and the

vocational education and higher vocational education fluctuates.

business sector on the other, in terms of what the Professorship has

Increasingly our Professorship partners are standing alongside

contributed to them in terms of value. I have listed the similarities

each other rather than interacting with each other and in our view

and differences for you.

are therefore no longer really cooperating. This could be due to
the regional Northern-Netherlands character of the Professorship,

Similarities

whereas it is also necessary to expand networks in and with other

Research: In both groups 'research' scores remarkably high, with the

regions.

business community placing it in their top three. You could say that
everyone from their own practice would like to meet each other to

Differences

develop further knowledge on how to conduct a research study

Convener role. This aspect seems to be of little importance to the

together and they are also curious about the results of the research

business community, while considerable professionalization is

study for the realization of innovations.

taking place in the education sector. We define this as: ‘Convener
role’: This is the role played by someone who forges partnerships, who sets

Mutual appreciation and inspiration: Both the business community

up and organizes learning networks, who encourages and ensures that

and education valued the inspiration they experienced from the

knowledge sharing and knowledge development is ongoing, and who

legacy of the Professorship and the working method used highly.

paves the way to other networks. A role that is still in its infancy and

They have also expressed this in the many subsequent steps. I'll

involves a new kind of leadership in networks. It is possible that the

reflect on this in more detail below.

survey approached the role for education differently, which was
more innovative and appropriate to their task towards students

Expansion of networks: Almost everyone values the contribution

and staff. It is possible that the business community considers this

of the Professorship highly when expanding their networks. It

to be a matter that is mainly related to education, although this
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varies from one company to another. It seems important to give

and how deviations can be indicated. The findings of our own studies

tangible substance to knowledge about the role of conveners and

provided a picture of the context of our Professorship. We noticed

their essential contribution to learning networks.

that both clients, ROC Alfa-college and NHL Stenden University of
Applied Sciences, grew apart to some extent over the years. Of course,

Innovative workplaces: In this context, we refer to the worksite of one or

in the course of time relationships with and between companies

more companies/institutions where company employees, teachers and

also changed here and there. Occasionally, some Conceptual Model

students work and learn to design innovations together with education

features were no longer fully applicable to the studies and minor

in concrete work practices. In the response to our survey, the business

changes were needed to link or to adjust them. This made us curious

community still give a significantly lower value to this than the

and raised the question of what could be the cause of these anomalies.

education sector. This could indicate that this is a bigger innovation
for the education sector, also because these are contexts of learning

We saw some interesting anomalies in the variables B:

that do not entirely originate from education itself. In the concept of

Cooperation and D: Process Support. A few examples:

Design Based Education it is precisely these innovation workshops

•

(also called: work studios, living labs or outdoor workshops) that

noticed that sometimes combined cooperation between secondary

play an important role. We have not studied how the outcome

vocationaleducation(mbo)/highervocationaleducation(hbo)and

relates to this, but it does raise the question of what challenges this

the business community was not really present: they worked

education sector and professional field is facing.

alongside but not with each other. The innovation issues did

The theory of our research study

In addition to the many successes of the cooperation, we

come from the common networks, but the elaboration in research
questions and projects was sometimes performed separately by

In combinations between the professorship knowledge group

secondary vocational education (mbo) and higher vocational

members and the companies, research questions have been

education (hbo). This occurred more often than we actually

developed on the basis of current innovation issues from regional

wanted because the level of abstraction, the sector, the

practice. We soon discovered, luckily, that this practice was not

connection to regular education and the availability of

always similar to a Conceptual Model reality. That is why in this

students stood in the way of a combination with companies.

last year of our Professorship we have reflected on our theory.

Secondary

The theoretical research study investigates the extent to which

vocational education (hbo) often had other cultures. Theory and

our Conceptual Model has been applied to 21 of our own studies

(educational) practice were not always compatible.
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Although multidisciplinary work was observed

processes. It is likely, as we also noticed from the responses of our

frequently throughout our research study, we noticed that

partners, that the convener role was and still is so new that people

multilevel connections were much less common in the cooperation

were looking for labelling and implementation in practice.

between and in secondary vocational education (mbo) and higher
vocational education (hbo). Within the education levels (Associate

•

degree (Ad), Bachelors (BA) and Masters (MA) of higher vocational

maintenance were identified as difficult in our research studies. It

education (hbo) and level 1 to 4 of Secondary vocational education

may be that the cause lies in the dilution of the application of the

(mbo) there is some structure and connection, but between the

previously established partner profile in the cooperation processes

levels there seem to be solid boundaries, organizational structures

and that the combination of these two elements is insufficiently

and cultures of working. The gap between those with higher

associated with maintenance processes in networks.

Connectivity & Combinability as a process of

and lower education also plays a role. The strong presence of
multidisciplinary cooperation could perhaps be due to the fact

See for example this book published autumn 2020:

that diversity is experienced as an engine of innovation and the
ability to oversee the boundaries one crosses (within one's own
organization).
•

The ‘regional’ characteristic of variable B resulted in a

lack of clarity about the regional demarcation as a context for the
cooperation. The region is difficult to define as one unit of learning
and working. The many different definitions and interpretations
are rather fluid in nature and use.
•

We discovered that maintenance of, control over and

sustainability of the Learning Networks was often absent from our
Professorship, which made it difficult to safeguard cooperation and
knowledge development. A convener was visibly lacking in these
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5. Philosophical
reflections on regional
and sustainable
cooperation and border
crossings
There are two things that particularly stand out from
the above findings because of their constantly changing
topicality and future value to those who inherit the
Professorship. These are the concept of region and the
sustainability of partnerships and border crossings during
crises such as Corona. I will also offer some philosophical
reflections on these findings, as a prelude to the conclusion:
Recommendations and farewell.

The region does not exist
In the 1990s, as a member of the board for secondary
vocational education, I was closely involved in the
formation and organization of the Alfa-college as one of
the 42 Regional Training Centers. Even at that time, there
were big discussions about what a region is, because there
were Regional Training Centres (ROCs) on the scale of city,
province, part of the country and combinations thereof.
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Our Professorship is called for a good reason: Sustainable

The issue of scale diversity and blurring of borders can be

innovation in the regional knowledge economy, and

seen all around us; the Corona pandemic is a good example.

ReCoMa (Regional CoMakership) was a concept that we

Questions creep up on me like: Are we not ready for a

discovered very successfully in 2010 and almost patented.

repositioning of the region and redefinition of the term

We started the Professorship in the region of Southeast

and concept of region? And has the role of the region in the

Drenthe and this is where crossings and border doubt

economy actually increased? Perhaps thinking regionally

started. We had to start somewhere, as my mother would

means: seeing the region as a (personal) network? We notice

say. But the concept of region continued to be a problem.

that we and many of the partners of our Professorship think

A striking example of a strange regional odd fellow was

of their region in terms of their own range of thinking and

the Maatschappij van Weldadigheid later in Frederiksoord.

social environment. Many of them draw a border around

That organization is active in the border area of Northwest

their own physical region, which they often define with their

Drenthe, Southeast Friesland and Northwest Overijssel, with

own principles or organize as their own regional island.

a wide range of interests in Groningen and related interests
in Overijssel, Zeeland and Belgium.

I think that a region is actually a network, fluid and diverse,
in all sorts of scales and can be seen as a landscape of practice

Does the region actually exist? I don't think so and we can

with learning networks, including all kinds of definitions of

see this in the practice in our own Professorship. Doesn't

that landscape of practice. Because the region does not exist,

everyone, every educational organization, every company,

but increasingly one variable personal network resembles

every sector, every target group, every board have their own

one another, one needs to know the right networks to be

definition of it? On the one hand it’s a concept of nothing

able to achieve the innovations that are necessary in volatile

and on the other hand, you embrace it because it is so

and unpredictable times. Especially now that we are in the

tangible and includes small-scale, tangible communities

grip of the Corona crisis, knowing the right partners and

where people still know each other and feel at home,

participating in those regional innovation networks is a

where solidarity is still recognizable. In the digital and

matter of survival. In the region that you jointly define and

online world there are more and more boundaries that are

delineate as a network with many colourful crossborder

increasingly blurred, with existing boundaries of finance

activities. This is not something that can be taken for granted.

and governance (of course?) not moving along with them.

To this end, we have examples from our own networks, such
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as the connection between Fryslân and Zeeland, which

research projects on binational regional cooperation between

prove that regions (being networks) can also act together

the Netherlands and Germany. By doing so, the Professorship

and tackle similar problems/opportunities.

was there from the start of the founding of the Rhineland

Sustainable cooperation and border
crossings in times of Corona

Institute. If there is one thing that has made us lively and
smart, it is the cross-border nature of our encounters. We are
going through difficult times now, with closed borders.

Although the region does not exist, there are border
problems. There are both spiritual and physical boundaries

Keeping the borders open: But it is precisely in these times

and, perhaps in these strange times, more than ever. On a rainy

of Corona that we have seen real sustainable partnerships

Sunday morning, while I was preparing this lecture, I heard

emerge and seen how people, driven by urgency,

an interview with the writer Jaap Robben broadcast from the

entrepreneurship and innovativeness, open up and bridge

heritage site 'Grenslandmuseum' in Dinxperlo in the VPRO's

borders, both spiritually and then later in concrete terms.

OVT radio program. Robben was a partner in the Gelderland

Because if there is one thing you need in these awful times,

2020 Heritage Festival and an expert on the situation of the

it is to have good partners and strong (learning) networks to

Dutch-German border area between Dinxperlo and Sudwick.

discover together where the new routes lie in the landscapes

His very recognizable findings were that the attention on

of practice in which we move and where our future lies. This

borders is of great importance right now because the physical

also applies more broadly, to the four vocational education

(and spiritual?) borders have become more closed than open

organizations within this research group, internally, with and

in these times of Corona. Something that he (and I) had never

between each other, and to the research group partners from

experienced so strongly before and that he worried about it

the business community. I emphasize it again. Innovations

(as did I).

are relational, including across borders.

I am a real border child: born in Klazienaveen with a father

Maintain external focus: In our research into what the

from Georgsdorf in Germany and a mother from Erica in

Professorship has contributed, we have also questioned

Drenthe. I have a house and friends just across the border in

partners on follow-up steps in the cooperation. We thought

Bad Iburg in Germany that we cannot reach anymore. In our

that no one would want to take part because of Corona. But

Professorship we have conducted two large and successful
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that really wasn't the case, we could easily ‘tag’ follow-up

in the short term in their own company and beyond, often

steps and actions of 22 people at 45 companies and 39 people

focusing on cooperation with other companies and being

at 31 educational partners. As well as many similarities, we

open to advice.

also saw some differences between vocational education and
companies.

In crises we see that the education sector retreats in a reflective
way and is internally focused on its own organization, while

The most striking similarity was the desire to continue

the business community focuses on the outside world

learning networks. And also the digitization of many things.

and makes connections with other companies in order to

Both the business community and the education sector are

survive. Of course combinations of both positions do occur

very busy digitizing in these times of Corona in order to be

occasionally. The fact that the focus of the education sector is

able to realize online contacts and connections with their

internal and the focus of the business community is external

students/teachers and staff/customers that are not physically

is something that needs our attention. We must strive for

possible. This is an immediate opportunity for educational

the much needed solidarity and continue to give a future to

institutions in particular to strengthen their position

the many strong and broad partnerships that already exist,

in lifelong learning with digital offerings for larger and

including through our Professorship.

other educational target groups. The business community

difficult and doesn't happen by itself. Acquired cooperation

certainly seems to have a need to use online learning more

is slowly won and quickly lost. However, we have already

intensively and to prepare their staff for new developments

learned an important lesson: Corona also shows you who

and knowledge in this way.

your sustainable partners are. Namely those who actually

This is extremely

seek out others and who commit themselves actively and
There were also some notable differences. The education

permanently.

sector often mentions follow-up plans with regard to the

In fact, the goal and the mission of the Professorship have never

curriculum and organization, attention to research and

been as topical and necessary as they are today: Strengthening

reflection space, and occasional further advice from the

sustainable innovation in the regional knowledge economy

Professor. All of this is formulated quite generally, often

by developing new forms of cooperation in combination

described as a wish and with an internal focus. Companies

with knowledge sharing and creation between vocational

especially mention the concrete actions they are going to take

education and the business community and supporting
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these innovation processes. Our cooperation formula comes
at the right time. Precisely now at the end, more than ever we
think that if something is topical and necessary then it is a
task of this Professorship.
I honestly don’t have an answer to the question of how many
of the follow-up steps will actually be performed in the
coming period, during and after Corona. I'm not yet sure it
will happen. And that is why in this closing lecture I call upon
you to make use of our legacy to remain travel companions
in landscapes of practice without borders. There are enough
guides to show you the way. Guides with lots of knowledge
and experience!
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Cooperation and the Sandel warning:
For some time now there has been a movingly beautiful
tendency towards increased cooperation between secondary
vocational education (mbo) and higher vocational education

I would not only like to note that the region does not exist and

(hbo). Our Professorship is an example of this. The reasons

that all borders must remain open, but I would also like to

for this are very diverse, as mentioned earlier. But there is also

personally reflect on social tendencies that affect cooperation

a movement of growing apart. We have already noticed this

between secondary vocational education (mbo) and higher

in our own research: in the deviations from the Conceptual

vocational education (hbo). I can also see this in the very

Model on the cooperation between secondary vocational

interesting and unique Professorship combination of both

education (mbo) and higher vocational education (hbo),

parties in 'my' Professorship. I have noticed that the findings of

number 1 is: the absence of combined cooperation between

our reflection and development program also show this more

secondary vocational education (mbo) and higher vocational

widely with regard to more strategic vocational education

education (hbo) and the business community, as I explained

parties, such as the Executive Boards of Alfa-college, NHL

above.

Stenden Hogeschool, Friesland College and Hanze University
of Applied Sciences Groningen and with regard to socio-

Innovative issues are often seen as falling within the scope of

economic scientists, such as Castells, De Laat, Sennett and very

those more highly educated at higher vocational education

recently also Michael Sandel. Developments that I do not want

or university level, since they have more strategic connections

to go unnoticed at the conclusion of the Professorship and my

in the business community, are related to management and

farewell.

policy and the reflection required is intellectual. Students of
secondary vocational education (mbo) are seen as the doers
in practice and the implementing staff, and their reflection
is that of performing tasks. Professorships are seen as part
of higher vocational education (hbo) and practorates are
seen as part of secondary vocational education (mbo). And
the higher your education, the more interesting you are as
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an innovator. There is the idea that if more people in society

As you may have noticed, I sometimes felt disturbed by this lack

are educated to higher vocational education (hbo) level or

of solidarity. The lower educated are sometimes considered to

higher, this is better for the regional knowledge economy. In

be losers, since you have it within your grasp to be whatever you

my opinion, this is an extremely strange idea that is still quite

want. And increasingly it’s your own fault if learning doesn't

widespread. In addition to the fact that different cultures exist

work out, because you've been given plenty of opportunities

in the educational organizations, there are also differences

and encouragement. There can sometimes be a lack of mutual

between the types of education. High and low, trying to get

respect between secondary vocational education (mbo) and

as high as possible on the education ladder, which is actually

higher vocational education (hbo). Just as Michael Sandel, I

also the social and economic ladder. Many people propagate

notice a kind of wear and tear in the solidarity between higher

the idea that it is desirable to get as high as possible on that

and lower educated people. During this Corona crisis, we

knowledge ladder. If you want to do so, then you can get there

have been surprised by the scope of the social strength and

and you don't get so high, then that's what you wanted.

contribution of healthcare workers and how respect for them
is increasing. Where would we be without them. For twelve

We also noticed this in our Professorship; both parties

years our Professorship has been a garden full of space for that

were very accustomed to the fact that secondary vocational

solidarity. While we have also noticed the differences, we have

education (mbo) and higher vocational education (hbo)

above all noticed the similarities between secondary vocational

knowledge circles, students, lecturers, management and

education (mbo) and higher vocational education (hbo), and

directors always worked together on the basis of reciprocity

have always encouraged and promoted this. Let's pay attention

and complementarity. This was more successful in the

to Sandel's warning not to fall into the trap of thinking that

beginning than later; we were also affected by the emerging

the level of higher education determines the level of happiness

tendency for the level of education to apparently be

of a society. Let us, especially as a public party and with our

considered the degree of success in many areas of your life

strong partnerships, promote the idea that it is solidarity and

and society. And I find this very painful because there are

professionalism that determine the strength of a society. And

other values and norms which, as far as I am concerned, are

that partnerships, such as that of the Professorship, are worth

much more important.

their weight in gold in this respect. I emphasize again that
the success factor here is ‘Staying connected’ as a follow-up to
‘Connectivity & Combinability’.
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6. Staying connected

a concretely expressed wish of our educational and business

1. Sustainability

partners. They need to reference to, guidance in and the

Let the success factors Connectivity & Combinability transition

maintenance of learning networks. Ultimately this will not only

into a new success factor: ‘Staying Connected’. This is both

benefit relevant education, but will also contribute to a vital

a trait, a verb, a situation, an assignment, a culture, an

region. It has already been proven, for example, that bringing

atmosphere and a task for others and yourself: as a person, as

the education sector and the professional field together in

an organization, as a network, as partners and as a society. In this

learning networks provides promising connections, as you can

way, the power of innovation and connectivity will continuously

read in the travel guide Pathways connecting the education

and visibly come to the fore.

sector & the professional field.

2. Diversity

4. Leadership and education

Encourage and promote more scope for diversity in the

Educate Conveners (together): Pay a lot of attention to (jointly)

design of innovation cooperation. Because of the protection

educating, schooling, guiding and positioning Conveners as

of the public interest and the helicopter view of educational

leading connectors. It is a ‘21st century skill’ for many. Seize

organizations in many areas of knowledge, this is certainly a task

the opportunity as part of the public duty and as up-to-date

for vocational education. At the same time, profile the core task

vocational education. Take the initiative as soon as possible

of secondary vocational education (mbo) and higher vocational

and raise the existing field of expertise and knowledge to a

education (hbo): learning in work practices, both formal and

higher level for all those who want or need to learn and work in

informal. Connect ongoing multilevel and multidisciplinary

networks. Now and in the future. This is a welcome profiling of

learning in public-private networks more emphatically.

current regular vocational education for the future.

Diversity is the driving force of innovation. Attention is needed

5. Solidarity

now more than ever.

Become an ambassador of solidarity and ‘practice what you

3. Maintenance

preach’. Make active use of the legacy of the Professorship and

Focus more on the maintenance of learning networks and

build bridges where there are differences, create new connections,

take the lead as a vocational education. Our findings indicate

expand the number of connections and cherish the value to

that there is a need for this in today's network society. It is also

society created by our kind of cooperation, which will benefit all.
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A personal recommendation/wish with which I would like to
stay connected:
•

Develop a Convener Handbook, both online and

in physical copy, for and with educators, research, businesses,
governments and citizens on the theory and practice of
connective leadership in learning networks, and thereby
form an innovation platform for knowledge sharing and
development.
•

Conduct next step research into the concrete

implementation and sustainability of the follow-up steps
formulated by all the current Professorship partners.
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And as I and you probably all know, but still have to experience
over and over again: Innovations cannot be created without
saying goodbye to some things, because goodbyes create space
for new things. I'm going on to be a pioneer in other or similar
landscapes full of free space and terra incognita. I don't know

As a combination of closure and farewell. Thank you to all those

where as yet, but I hope to meet you there as well.

who have already listened to the lecture that served as a basis
for this postscript at the congress on December 3rd. And thanks

Saying goodbye is not easy, certainly not in this way. On paper

to all those who worked with us and with me and who learned

and therefore somewhat distant. But anyway: a big kiss and

together. Thanks to all those who made this Professorship

embrace to everyone. I wish you every success and may a lot of

possible in such a heart-warming way. In this last year, the course

Connectivity & Combinability come your way in beautiful and

has had to be readjusted often because of Corona. Thanks to all

surprising Practice Landscapes. Anywhere in the world, but

of you for your wise advice and reflection and to those who have

certainly also close by.

put up with me (yes I realize I am an odd fellow) and inspired me.
Especially my partner Siemon, but many others. And I also want
to reflect on those who are no longer here with us and today, but
have lovingly transferred their legacy to us. Even though I don't
mention them by name here, we miss them.
I thank all my travel companions and hope that they will
continue to enjoy all the value and beauty that sustainable
connections bring us, interlaced with solidarity. Take the
initiative to make this happen. At the end of the Professorship
the contributions of so many partners in development of all
kinds have given you a lot of capital to work with: Embrace them
later, after Corona. And create something beautiful from the
legacy that the Professorship has given you.
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Further reading,
listening, watching and
consulting
Reading
Andriessen, D. and Hageman, C. (2016): Praktijkgericht
Onderzoek in de Etalage, Double essay.The Hague: VH
(Vereniging Hogescholen)
Castells, M. (1996). ‘Volume 1: The information age: Economy,
Society and Culture’ in:‘The rise of the network society.’ Malden
USA: Blackwell Publishers.
Daly H.E. & Cobb, J.B. (1989): ‘For the common Good.
Redirecting the economy towards community, the environment
and a sustainable future.’ Boston: Beacon Press.
Delies, I. (2009) ) ‘Verbindingskracht & Combinatievermogen.
Een empirisch onderzoek naar kennisallianties tussen
beroepsonderwijs (ROC) en bedrijfsleven.’ . Thesis. Groningen:
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. Also available as an E-book
and with an English summary.
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Further reading, listening, watching and consulting

Delies, I. and Bosker, F. (ed.) (2017) ’Verhalen over

Delies, I. and Bosker, F. (ed.) (2020) ’Verbindingskracht in

Verbindingen. Regionaal comakership al doende leren &

vluchtige tijden/Connectivity in Volatile Times.’

ontwikkelen.’. Leeuwarden/Groningen: Stenden University

Amersfoort: Boiten Book Projects.

of Applied Sciences and ROC Alfa-college. Also available as

Also available as an E-book.

an E-book.
Jorna, R. (ed) et al. (2006): ‘Sustainable Innovation. The
Delies, I. and Bosker, F. (ed.) (2017): ‘Geschichten

Organisational, Human and Knowledge Dimension.’

uber Verbindungen. Praktizierendes lernen und

Sheffield: Greenleaf Publishing ltd.

forschen.’Leeuwarden/Groningen: Stenden University of
Applied Sciences and ROC Alfa-college.

de Laat, M. (2012): ‘Enabling professional development

Also available as an E-book.

networks: How connected are you?’ Inaugural Lecture.
Heerlen: Open Universiteit.

Delies, I. en Bosker, F. (ed.) (2017): ‘Stories about
Connections. Learning and researching by doing.’ Leeuwarden/

Nijhof, W. J. & Nieuwenhuis, L. (2008): ‘The learning

Groningen: Stenden University of Applied Sciences and

potential of the Workplace.’ Rotterdam/Taipei: Sense

ROC Alfa-college. Also available as an E-book.

Publishers.

Delies, I. and Bosker, F. ( 2020) ‘45 Vervolgverhalen als

Sandel, M.J. (2020): 'De Tirannie van verdienste. Over de

bruggen tussen beroepsonderwijs en werkveld , nu en straks.’

toekomst van de democratie' Utrecht. Uitgeverij Ten Have.

Leeuwarden/Groningen: Stenden University of Applied
Sciences and ROC Alfa-college. Also available as an E-book.

Sandel, M.J. (2020): ‘The Tyranny of Merit. What’s become of the
common good?' London: Penguin Books Ltd.

Delies, I. and Bosker, F. (2020), ‘Pleisterplaatsen die

Sennett, R. (1998): ‘The Corrosion of Character: The Personal

onderwijs & werkveld verbinden.’ Amersfoort: Boiten Book

Consequences of Work in the New Capitalism.’ New York:

Projects. Also available as an E-book.

Norton.
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Further reading, listening, watching and consulting

Listening to: (podcasts)
Sennett, R. (2012): ‘Together. The rituals, pleasures and
politics of cooperation.’ London: Penguin Books UK.

Podcast series: Op reis in de
Regionale Kenniseconomie (2020) To be heard via:

Wenger, E. et al. (2015): ‘Learning in Landscapes of Practice.

regionalekenniseconomie.nl/congres/podcasts/

Boundaries, identity, and knowledgeability in practice-based

open.spotify.comshow/5XAyywbUb5ALZWO1atUzVT

learning.’ London and New York: Routledge.
Podcast 1: Samenwerken,waardecreatie en duurzame
Wijffels, H. (2003): ‘Spiritualiteit in managen en besturen, een

innovatie in Noord Nederland.

vruchtbare verbinding?‘ Budel: DAMON in association with

Interview with Ineke Delies, Professor

foundation NCW and VKMO

and interviewer Akke Folmer.
Podcast 2: Crossover gezondheid, wonen en vrije tijd.
In conversation: Knowledge circle members Harold Hofenk
(Sports studies Hanze University of Applied Sciences)
Mariam Janssen (Health studies Hanze University of
Applied Sciences) and interviewer Patty Veen (Sports and
Exercise).
Podcast 3: Samen leren, co-creatie en duurzame innovaties
in de regio.Interview with Karin Veldhuizen and Brigitte
Nitsch.
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Podcast 4: Gericht leren in een sociaal netwerk.

Further reading, listening, watching and consulting

Watching (YouTube)

In conversation: Sebo Boerma (Learning organizations
.bos Ontwikkeling in Organisatie), Anna Veeneman

Animation film ReCoMa-Lab:

(Strategy and policy - Alpha College), Martin Groters (ETFI

lhttp://youtu.be/JCwcahXKwdU

& NHL Stenden University of Applied Sciences)
and Coby Arents (Strategic training - Treant).

English clip about ReCoMa-Lab:
http://youtu.be/OlXAuWK93Co

Podcast 5: Waardecreatie van student-leren op de werkplek.
Interview with Professor Maarten de Laat and interviewer

‘Fit & Fun trial vacation 55-plussers’:

Anke Arts.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1fYoNfgDHV4&feature=youtu.be

Podcast 6: Innovatief leren in buitenwerkplaatsen.
In conversation: Nanda Vinken, Berry van Holland and Ilse

International Innovation Project Tourism and Recreation:

Boersma.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVQ7AlPXmTk

Podcast 7: De legacy na 12 jaar lectoraat.

Presentation ‘Verhalen over Verbindingen’

In conversation: Sebo Boerma, Ineke Delies and Patty Veen.

(‘Stories about Connections’)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGVoiQ-lVbo
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Consulting

Further reading, listening, watching and consulting

Hanze University of Applied Sciences Groningen:

The Professorship knowledge circle in 2020

Jantine Bouma j.t.bouma@pl.hanze.nl
Harold Hofenk h.g.hofenk@pl.hanze.nl

Alfa-college and NHL Stenden:

Berry van Holland b.j.van.holland@pl.hanze.nl

Ineke Delies, after 1 January 2021 ineke.delies21@gmail.com

Mariam Janssen m.janssen@pl.hanze.nl

Alfa-college:

Professional field:

Els Geurts ge.geurts@Alfa-college.nl

Sebo Boerma(Bos oio) seboboerma@bosoio.nl

Patty Veen p.veen@Alfa-college.nl

Coby Arents (Treant) c.arents@treant.nl

Astrid Veenstra am.veenstra-smeltink@Alfa-college.nl
Nanda Vinken n.vinken@Alfa-college.nl

Journalism:
Fokko Bosker (Bosker tekstwerk) F.Bosker@planet.nl

NHL Stenden University of Applied Sciences:
Anke Arts anke.arts@nhlstenden.com
Latifa Benhadda latifa.benhadda@nhlstenden.com
Akke Folmer akke.folmer@nhlstenden.com
Martin Groters martin.groters@nhlstenden.com
Diana Leigh diana.leigh@nhlstenden.com
Brigitte Nitsch brigitte.nitsch@nhlstenden.com

Friesland College:
Jan van der Meulen j.van.der.meulen@fcroc.nl
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Illustrations of an approach

Four Illustrations of an
approach

The research question is: How can the concept of 'Regional
Co-makership' be raised to a higher level through learning
in learning networks and what leadership does this require?
•

Subquestion 1: What is the relationship between
the Regional Co-makership in the learning

Illustration 1: Network tool Value creation with the RIF

networks of the RIF and the innovation strategy of

ReCoMa-Lab program.

the Regional Co-makership at Alfa-college?

From: ‘KOERS, magazine over regionaal comakership’, special

•

in and between networks have on the development

Regional Co-makership: ‘‘Onderwijs maken we samen.’’ October

and strengthening of the concept of Regional Co-

2015, Groningen: Alfa-college.
Context: An important outcome of the legacy of the
Professorship is its embedding in the long-term strategic policy
by means of innovation programs and learning networks. The
honouring of a RIF (Regional Investment Program) project by
the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science: the four-year
program ReCoMa, has become a real milestone for both the
Professorship and the Alfa-college, in which many partners of

Subquestion 2: What influence does learning

makership and what binding leadership is
effective?
•

Subquestion 3: What personal learning and
cooperation benefits do participants and
professionals derive from learning by doing
within regional networks, in which public-private
co-makership focuses on relevant innovation
issues?

the Professorship actively participated.
This illustration explains the research done by the research
group in the RIF ReCoMa project, with some examples of
the results of the network tool related to value creation, as
developed and applied in cooperation between the research
group and the Open University.
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Illustrations of an approach

How can the concept of 'regional co-makership' be

Summary supervisors about ReCoMa

developed through learning in learning networks?

Supervisors who have been involved in theRID ReCoMa
program for longer are more aware of the value of Regional

Subquestion 1 has been answered by supervisors (17),

Co-makership compared to the 0-measurement. And

of whom one or more employees are active in the subprojects.

they think about the possible sustainability of this way of

Their learning network has also been mapped out, showing

working together. They also link the image of Regional

how managers are connected in learning relationships.

Co-makership to other innovation projects and they give
substance to Co-makership with their own location and

Subquestions 2 and 3 were answered by submitting

region in mind. The interviews show that these supervisors

a questionnaire to the participating teachers and business

understand the importance of sharing knowledge, but

partners (140) asking them about motivation, the

are trying to understand their role in this. The deeper

preconditions for participation and how they work together

significance given to ReCoMa and its implementation can

in the subproject. Forty-eight participants completed the

be seen especially in the conversations with supervisors

questionnaire. In addition, the learning network of these

who have been involved for more than a year. For example,

participants has been mapped out.

they mention the importance of language and how ReCoMa
is referred to. Too often they still call it 'a project' and this

Some conclusions:

conjures up the image of monitoring and steering, rather

- Motivation and a sense of ownership are positive

than learning by doing and the development trajectory

encouraging factors

which is the key.

- Leadership is increasingly connected, where initiatives
from the group are given a platform.
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Illustrations of an approach

1-measurement

mentioned the value for the student. Participants from

The supervisors signal that the development process

education have a more comprehensive understanding of

largely takes place in subprojects, with subproject leaders,

what the model is all about, while little has changed for

teachers and students. It is striking that the learning

professional field partners.

relationships of managers themselves are often directed
upwards: this is where they acquire knowledge if this is

Summary

lacking. Interaction with their teachers, participating in

Figure 3: Learning network project participants

the program and learning from the experiences of the

0-measurement

RIF program are hardly mentioned in the interviews. The

Figure 4: Learning network project participants

analysis of the supervisor's learning network supports this

1-measurement

(see Figure 2). There are hardly any learning relationships
with subproject participants such as teachers; these only

FERTILE GROUND FOR INNOVATIONS

exist if the supervisor has a double role as a subproject

The fertile ground for the program is similar to that

leader. The relationships are often star-shaped, with

of the 0-measurement: people are still predominantly

a top-down contact. This means that the network is a

enthusiastic and motivated. They are helped by increase clarity

combination of different spiders in the web who share their

regarding what is expected of them. The subprojects have all

knowledge with the people around them. There are few

started and teachers, students and professional field partners

equivalent reciprocal learning relationships. This is similar

have participated in innovative projects. The participants

to last year (see Figure 1), although the number of learning

have also identified some problem areas. The daily routine of

relationships has increased.

education is not yet geared to the new demands of projects.
Teachers, students and subproject leaders are confronted with

Project participants about ReCoMa

practical issues such as scheduling. In a number of projects, an

Just like last year, the participants (project leaders, teachers

RIF program is structured alongside regular education, which

and professional field partners) were first asked what they

makes it difficult for some teachers to participate. Project leaders

thought about Regional Co-makership. Whereas last year

and teachers indicate that other qualities and skills are also

the cooperation between education and the professional

required of them.

field was mentioned in a general sense, teachers now also
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Illustrations of an approach

Project leaders, along with some executives, conclude that
ReCoMa's development-oriented goals clash with hard
project requirements and that this is not always compatible
in practice. It is not always clear to professional field partners
what the context or project is for which cooperation is
sought.

LEARNING NETWORK PARTICIPANTS
In the 1-measurement the learning network is denser

Figure 2: learning network executives 1-measurement

than the 0-measurement: more learning relationships have
arisen and more learning contacts are visible between the
different locations of the Alfa-college (see Figures 3 and 4).
This means that knowledge and innovation can spread more
easily over the Alfa-college. Within the learning network of
the participants, many star-relationships are still visible:
some participants are spiders in the web.
Figure 3: Learning network project participants 0-measurement

Figure 1: Learning network executives 0-measurement

Figure 4: Learning network project participants 1-measurement
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Illustrations of an approach

Illustration 2:

started to get really serious and quietly reread their cheat

Column in the Hoogeveensche Courant, november 2010

sheets of their contribution later on in the Meervaart. I also

Together at the Meervaart

quickly wrote some notes on the back of the presentation.

"Yes I’m with Bert, are you on the train yet?" In the quiet zone

The cab ride to the congress center took longer than we

in the train, I whisper into my mobile: "Yeah, sure. I'm almost

thought, and the building seemed awfully empty to us.

in Assen. I’m sitting in the first compartment of the first train

Luckily we heard voices at a distance behind the building:

unit.” "Then I'll get in there as well." "All right, see you soon.”

the English-language lectures were already in full swing. We

Two more people joined us in Meppel and Zwolle. And so

walked to the room where we were to present and installed

began a wonderful journey of four people to Amsterdam

ourselves, waiting for the audience. The three businessmen

and back. Three directors of companies from the Hoogeveen

took a seat behind a large table with a black cloth and looked

region and one Professor from the same region. On our way

into the room, I had to stand directly behind the rostrum. The

to an international conference on lifelong learning within

first listeners arrived quite soon. We took a deep breath: Well,

higher vocational education and the regional business

why did we think lifelong learning was so important and

community. We had been asked to explain something about

why did we work so well together in the city of Hoogeveen.

how we work together in Hoogeveen and why the Captains of

However, it all worked out brilliantly. One after the other, we

Industry should invest in this.

told pointed, humorous and convincing stories about our
version of A LifeLong Learning in the southeast of the Dutch

So, there we were on a beautiful weekday travelling together

Province of Drenthe.

by train. We had never given a presentation together before
and it also had to be in English! We still had to practice our

Paula Karsten took the lead, she introduced the Stenden

joint performance. In the quiet zone of the train we discussed

University of Applied Sciences and indicated how important

the presentation again very softly and decided who would say

up-to-date knowledge is for current and future professionals.

what and how. But how uncomfortable and ridiculous it is to

Gé Bax then presented his company 'RUMA Rubber' and

speak English together as Dutch speakers. For a good cause

spoke about the need to invest in knowledge for business

then. It was a hilarious and educational outward journey. As

innovation and how he managed to achieve this with

we approached Amsterdam Central Station the men suddenly
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continuous training of his staff. Bert Pathuis outlined ‘the

Illustrations of an approach

Illustration 3: Cover page TREANT research

CorestaGroup’ and indicated that any gap between the
education sector and the business community should not
only be bridged by the education sector, but also actively by
the business community. He illustrated this with his use of
internships and research assignments. Joost Bogers discussed
his company 'Hoomark' and the motivating effect of updating
a good education through lifelong learning has on the staff.
I explained the manner of cooperation between companies
and the Professorship at Hoogeveen, and concluded with
some concrete results in this region. We were surprised to see
that we were the only combination of the education sector
and the business community present, however there were
many policymakers from ministries and the education sector.
‘Our’ three Captains of Industry were lonely representatives
of the business community. Too bad, but it was very nice that
they were from Hoogeveen and environs! And it is hardly
surprising that the college and companies in Ireland, as well
as some colleges in Limburg and Amsterdam, would like to
work with us as soon as possible and preferably this year.
We will see. In the meantime, we can improve our spoken
English, which is also a matter of lifelong learning.
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Illustration 4: Proceedings of the Professorship

Illustrations of an approach

•

and Next Steps

Give the legacy of the Professorship a place in the new
curriculums ad Leisure Management and ad Hotel

The list of follow-up steps that educators & the professional
field need to take is based on the outcomes of surveys

Management by involving key partners.
•

among partners of the Professorship in 2019 and 2020 and

Shape long-term relationships with the professional
field in practical assignments for students.

in interviews.

Groningen
Drenthe

•

Need for creative thinkers for the design of the 		

•

Involve students in the work practice.

extension of Chavah, a home and school for young

•

Multidisciplinary learning in the workplace by

mothers.

students and teachers
•

•

Geopark Hondsrug would like to work with a

Vinkhuizen residential area of Groningen in which

Professor about advice for Zeeland regarding Geopark
in the development of the Scheldt delta.

Apply the Citizen Science methodology in the
civic participation is central.

•

Shape Practorate Vitaal Groningen! into a

•

More practical lessons on-site.

continuous

•

Biblionet Drenthe would like help in formulating the

line of study of senior secondary vocational

strategy to shape the new working method in the

education

Library of the Future.

(mbo), higher vocational education (hbo) and

•

Huis ter Zeijen would like to elaborate on the concept
of Lifelong Living together with students in the

•

university.
•

Increase student involvement in research themes

capacity of a work studio on-site.

by appointing a student and/or junior lecturer to

The Maatschappij van Weldadigheid would like to

the knowledge circle of Professorships and

continue the established learning network with the
involved secondary vocational education

Practorates.
•

Pay attention to training and appointing of 		

(mbo) and higher vocational education (hbo)

innovation teachers. Perhaps tackle in a new

educational organizations in the north of the

curriculum that does justice to hybrid learning

Netherlands.

environments and the role change of teachers.
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•
•

Illustrations of an approach

More scheduled structural time in education for

Cross-regional

team development and reflection.

•

Strengthen links between knowledge centers and

Need for a database in the form of a library in

(emeritus) Professors in Fryslân and Zeeland and

which knowledge and skills are stored.

establish connections on themes of health and
vitality.

Friesland

•

Knowledge and experience of the Professorship

•

Plea for continuation of knowledge circle Fryslân

about connections with the professional field in

•

Develop tour arrangements in order to share

order to improve the embedding of new

knowledge through Professorship Pathways.
•
•

Focus on the need to develop Tourism Collective

innovations in the study courses.
•

Fryslân (TCF) into a learning network.

multi-disciplinary learning in order to design

Connect multidisciplinary knowledge circle

a continuous line of research into meaningful

Fryslân of the Professorship and Design Based
Education, which will be applied as teaching

learning in practice.
•

Strengthen cooperation between educational

methodology by NHL Stenden University of

organizations in secondary, higher vocational and

Applied Sciences.

university education at the administrative level.
•

Overijssel
•

Plea to continue research into multilevel and

How to organize diversity according to the adage
of The strength of weak ties.

A connector such as the research group Sustainable

•

Train conveners who can interpret network data

Development in the regional knowledge economy

and read the maps of the knowledge landscape

is needed to permanently support the cooperation

and find their way in the educational sector &

between educators and the professional field.

professional field.
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